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About This Game

Hacked brings a breath of fresh air to the classical puzzle styled game play. Packed with new features and game modes, this
game will give you a new experience of an old classic.

Key Features:

- Game Modes: Hacked has many game modes that will challenge you at every turn. Arcade Mode will test your skills with 100
different puzzle styled levels. Time Attack mode requires fast reaction times while marathon mode will test your patience.

- Create: Hacked includes a full level editor so that you can build your own experience. Upload your levels to the Steam
Workshop and challenge the community.

- Power up: Master 10 unique power ups that will help you strategically solve puzzles.
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Great 5th Edition adventure, convenient resource for long-distance play.. This game has a "my first game" aesthetic and feel
from the presentation to the graphics to the sounds to the gameplay.

This is boring as sin and very weak.

I cannot believe the asking price of this game... not even worth $0.25 and I mean that sincerely.

This is not a good game. It functions and doesn't crash. Those are the good aspects.. Fun game, but hard to find an online
match.. Don't buy this game. Buy ATS or ETS2. I know this was a before ATS or ETS2 but playing the game back in the day
was fun. But now its not.. It's just good.. Amazing, I love wine. A simple puzzle game with a nice aesthetic and a pretty rocking
soundtrack. It's pretty good to pick up. Doesn't contain a game mode and a tad overpriced IMO.

Other than that it works and it measures your GPU\/CPU performance.. Is no "quit" button? Why is there a "continue"? I
reached level 10 and it said "saving, please be paitent" and i don't know how to go back to where I died the last save. Has about
1 second lag, found out when i used an item and did not do anything then dropped it for another item and picked up that same
item again and dropped the other item and the game finally used it.

Great game though, like some classic arcade like pac man.. Pros:

- Great graphics
- Good hiding mechanics & jumpscare animations
- Great design of animatronics

Cons:

- Bad ending
- The animatronics, especially the Wolf's & Cat's AI can be broken at times (such as being stuck walking towards objects, and
related as such)
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The game crashed twice as I was attempting to enter the Terrace location. Besides, the prologue is vaguely racist. I do not
recommend this game.. Save your money and buy some tic tacs instead. You'll have more fun that way.. This game has potential
BUT it was never completed...
The multiplayer feature is bugged just like the purpose of the game itself (to kill bugs).
Don't waste your time and\/or money on this game.
. One of the best games from it's out there!. Good game but not recommended.. Subtitles are terrible and it doesn't even match
the subtitles. Unclear Objectives (You literally have to google your way out of it)

4/10

Also what's with the white lady that appeared? Does not make any sense lol :P. fart smell good lol. A very well put together
adventure with plenty of mini games.. Great game. Fun genre. Good mechanics. Great price for the amount of gameplay already
available in early access. Can't wait to see where it goes. If you like city builders/simulators you will enjoy this game. Pony Up!
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